
6 Easy hacks to Become a Pro in Expository 
Essay Writing 
 

If you are a student, you might have written a number of essays of various types, but have you 

ever written an expository essay? As compared to other types of essays, the expository essay is 

difficult to write because first, you have to search for an idea, then you have to find evidence 

followed by an argument. Students who are experts in essay writing, even they don’t know how 

to craft a perfect writing service.   

But, for your convenience, I have mentioned below six hacks that can make you a pro in writing 

an expository essay.  

1. Write a strong thesis statement.  

Writing a strong and compelling thesis statement is important no matter which type of essay you 

are writing. In an expository essay, you have to spend extra time thinking about a perfect thesis 

statement because you cannot initiate an argument without a claim. Your thesis statement will 

represent your take, your position on a certain idea. You can say that a thesis statement is the 

core of your writing company. Your whole essay is based on your thesis statement like if you have 

a clear thesis statement in hand, you can plan all your ideas accordingly. And, if your ideas are 

planned, you can organize them by composing a topic sentence for each one of them.  

2. Write a clear and concise essay. 

If you are writing an expository essay, clarity should be your top priority. Remember, in an 

expository essay, your job is to make the readers understand your ideas and arguments. But how 
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will you do that if you have not provided the background information? To bring clarity to your 

argument, first, provide a brief introduction of your topic because otherwise, you will only 

confuse the readers. Keep in mind, if your essay will not contain background knowledge related 

to your topic, your reader will lose interest even before reading the facts and stats that you have 

provided to strengthen your claims at writing assignments. 

3. Start with the strongest point. 

The master technique to bring the readers on your side is to start the body of your essay by 

providing the strongest claim. Most of the research believes that every argumentative paper 

should begin with discussing the strongest point to grab the audience's attention. While 

organizing your ideas, see which one is the most interesting and place it on the topic. But do not 

write the next powerful ideas below the first one because the best strategy is to end the essay 

with the strongest point as well.  

So, the perfect strategy for organizing your ideas is to place the best arguments at the top and 

end. The rest of the ideas will be discussed in the second and third body paragraphs. If you do 

not know how to organize an essay in such a way, you can request any write my essays for me 

provider for sample work. 

4. Use the third-person pronoun. 

One of the rules of academic writing is to stick to the use of third-person pronouns unless you are 

instructed to provide a work based on your own experiences. But, usually, in an expository 

essay, you have to maintain the objective point of view by using third-person pronouns. The use 
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of second-and first-person pronouns gives an informal impression to you which is strictly 

prohibited in write my essay for me 

5. Write a strong conclusion. 

Writing a strong conclusion is as important as writing a strong introduction. In the concluding 

paragraph, you basically have to summarize all the points along with providing suggestions and 

recommendations for future researchers at custom writing. 

6. Cite the sources. 

In academic essays, citing the course is an absolute requirement that you have to fulfill to obtain 

maximum marks. However, citing sources is a pretty difficult task for most of the students, and if 

you are one of them you can take your EssayHours from professional academic writers who are 

experts in citations.  
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